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,.,bstract 

On the basis of measurements of the asymmetry of (~-e ) -decay electrons the 

depclarization processes of negative muons in different matters have been studied with 

scintillation counters. It has been found out that most essential muon depolarization 

t'"kes place after their slowing down in mesic atom production. It has benn shown that 

rea~ons causing muon depolarization in a mesic atom are the following: a) spin-orbital 

i~teraction leading to the fine structure of energy levels, b) interaction of muon 

and nuclear magnetic moments responsible for oesic atom hyperfine structure, c) muon' 

interaction with quadrupole nuclear distortion, d) interaction of muon magnetic moment 

with the magnetic field of the electron shell. The pr1nc1ral peculiarities of each depola-

riz~tion process are described. 
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I. Introduction 

Mesons are of special importance among elementary particles known at present. Though 

in many cases they remind electrons and pc,sitrons still they differ considerably by their 

mass and lifetime. From the point of view of the field theory su?h difference might be 

a consequence in muon and electron interactions with other elementary particles. !!owever 
1 

this difference has not been feuna. out yet. In thi·s connection the stud,t of muon inter

action with other particles, as for example, interaction between fermion pairs (proton, 

neutron), (muon, neutrino) is of great interest. The discovery of parity non-conservation 

in weak interactions provides a number of possibilities for the experimental investiga:ion 

of interactions of this kind. Thus, in some papers it was suggested that the asymmetry 

of products of reactiens attending nuclear absorption of polarized muons should be stu

died. Muon interaction with nuclei greatly depends on the state in which it is. ~his 

state 1 in its turn, depends on the processes which take pluce fgr polarized muons in 

matter before they are captured by the nucleus. Therefore, the iAvestigaticn of muon 

depolarization in different matters is of considerable interest. 

2. Theory 

Negative muon depolarization in matter can be devided into two stages: depolariza

tion taking place during their slowing down and depolarization taking place in mesic 

atom production. "'ron/1- 4/ it follows that depolarization due to muon scattering on un

polqrized electrons and in the Coulomb nuclear field does not occur. In/5-7/ it is shown 

that depolarization of slowed down muons cannot take place also due to the interaction 

of their magnetic moment with magnetic fields being present in matter. 'l'he most consi

derable depolarization will take place after slowing down in mesic atom production. Re

asons responsible for deJOlarization are the following: a) spin-orbital interaction 

causing fine structure of mesic atom energy levels. b) interaction of muon and nuc-

lear magnetic moments which is responsible for mesic atom hyperfine structure, c) muon 

interaction with quadrupole nuclear distort-ion and d)interaction of muon magnetic moment 

with the magnetic field of the electron shell. 

Let us consider these mechanisms separately. 
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a) Mechanism of Spin-Orbital Interaction 

In cascade transitions to the ground state a mesic atom undergoes a lot of inter

mediate states. For lower levels the inequality: 

Ane ::t> !;,e ( i) 

takes place, where .dne is distance between the levels of l.l3'perfine structure with the 

quantum numbers 11 and f' but with different j = 1 + 1/2, whereas /#e is the corres

ponding level width which is equal to the sum of radiation width and the width with res

pect to Auger transitions. Physically inequality (1) means that the time of muon staying 

at a given level is considerably longer than the time of muon spin reorientiation in the 

magnetic field produced by its orbital movement. The average value of·the degree of muon 

polarization on K-orbit of mesic atoms is calculated in papers/S-lO/. The idea of cal

culations is as follows. One considers a muon with spin projection to the axisZ ~~
0

• 
At the moment t = 0 the muon is captured by the Coulomb nuclear field 1nto the shell 

which characterizes 1'1 and t' . Since at the initial moment only spin muon state is 

determined, then with t = 0 the muon state at the shell ( ~ t' ) is given by the set 
"·· 

(2 e + 1) of the wave functions 

¢_(oj ~ Jlnt?{lj J;fio ( t/tj JsJ.t (2) 

where A?ne~~0 is the normalized wave function of a mesic atom (spin being not taken into 

account) and the projection of the orbital moment 6 o can have values t5" -=- t;- /!?-r<?'. •· + 

-n r' 
with an equal probability ~e.zo = ,te...,.l 

account, the muon state in a mesic atom, without 17 

., e • When spin is taken into 

f? , is also characterized by the and 

the value of its total moment j = 1 + I/2 and by the value of the proj:ection to the axis 

1 of the total moment ~ • Consequently, the wave function of the steady state 

will be of the form: 

- -f-£f'·t 
~IJ;f ftJ == £#f/r~CJ·f7,i fZ/t/ e 

n . -> Cit!~ }';, t; t .f /") ,//~ 
where ¥~Jt .:::-&1& e& SS.a eez I y.~ ./'" .f.J;r. is global spinor' (... tf4 SJ;t. 

the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and ~h~· is the energy o~ muon coupling in the 

subshell ( 1.1~· ) of a mesic atom. It is worthy of notice that initial wave function 

(2) is not one of the functions of form (J) which are taken at the moment t=O, and is 

t 
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the following superposition of two steady state solutiorut with the data nt:Zh~L t' ~=-t'sj; 

Evidently, at the moment tf>o the muon wave functicn which had form (2) with~ =0 

will be 

(4) 

. L? " . ~ If condition (I) is carried out, the states with /=c. "'...z. and /::: e'-;h can be 

considered independently. Then from (4) for the probability ~ of the muon being 

in the state ( ~ t!;/) with the given~ , it is easy to obtain the expression: 

(5) 

On the other hand, the average value of the operator ~ for the muon in the state with 

the given 11, ~ and / 1 being equal to the degree of its polarization in this state, 

is given by the relations: 

. • 7~~ ,£!'+~ /J4l'1 ;IJ . ~ .:L _£-! +j/,/·HJ- t?(e-~-(}./ _ .:Jf,Zt'-t&~ / ff, /-=c+~ < 0-t) /?t'i - . . -
tf 3// /+(} Jt-f ~I!) I ·tJ, "-== t'- L 

:J(,l,t'r<1 ( ~ / 111~ / .t-

(6) 

/II/ Since muons appear to be captured originally into states with considerably large l? 
1 

one can obtain from (4) and (5). 

(7) 

From the point of view of physics it means that mesons being captured into greatly excited 

. ~ ~ mesic atom shells with approximately equal probability pass over to the state with~=~"f'~ 

and /= f?-£ conserving about I/J of its initial polarization. Under the assumption that 

muon transitions into the ground state of mesic atoms take place due to dipole radiation 

and Auger-transitions, in /S/ it is shown that from the state (n, ~, j = 1 + 1/2) muons 

reach K-shell conserving their polarization equal to 1/J of the initial one, whereas from 
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the state (n.t', j = 1-1/2) they reach K-shell completely depolarized. Thus, if at the 

initial moment a completely polarized muon is captured into the mesic atom shell (n,~), 

the degree of muen polarization at K-orbit of the mesic atom is 17% according tof8- 9/ 

and 50% according to /lO/ • It should be stressed that from all the abovementioned the 

knotledge of the probability of meson "arrival" to different shells (n, t7) at the initial 

moment and the knowledge of ways of meson transitions from excited states to the initial 

ones are very important. Jlowever, reliable informations concernina-them are absent at 

present. 

# 

b) Mechanism of H7perfine Structure Caused by Spin Coupling 

of the Muon and the Nucleus 

This mechanism will influence upon muon polarization in the ground and excited , 
states of a mesic atom. It can be easily proved if one compares the time t of meson 

presence at lower levels with the time t' of muon spin reorientation in the nuclear 

field. According to the estimates .ade in /lO~l2-l5/ the valuelis considerably less than 

t' . 
l~t us explain the matter by an example when nuclear spin I = I/2 and at the initial 

moment a polarized meson with the projection of the spin to the axis ;r , equal to 

I/2 comes to K-orbit of a mesic atom. OWing to ·hyperfine structure interaction the mesic 

atom of the case under study can be in states with total spins F = 1 and F = o. If the 

nucleus was not polarized, the sum of projections to the axis ,l of nuclear and meson 

spin states have the values h.,. ~ = / and h + ~::: tJ with equal probability. In 

the first case the spin state of the system (a muon + a nucleus) is given at t=O by the func 

otion tPtfo/ = ./g ·fJ, , and in the second case by Jff/~e4. f-£ (where the first 

spinor relates to muon spin, while the second - to nuclear spin), Kvidently at the moment 

f >O the wave functions will be of the form: 

-_/E,-t 
~!J' = 4·~ e a"'d . ~.· 

'.1 I -~ E-1 -.17 ,!it) 
~1,; = .f (!h /-J .,.. £J4J e /; , 1- /4~- -J{f ·fi)e J 

respectively, where ~ and ~ are energies of mesic atom coupling at states with F = 1 

and F=O. 

Thus in the case with the initial condition ~~~ the wave function is an eigen 

function of the mesic atom with an account of hyperfine structure for the states F=l, F;t=J, 

and in 

F.z= 0 
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and in the case of the initial condition ~;'o) it is a suprposition of states with F = I, 

F~= 0 and F = o. States with F =1 and F = 0 are incoherent /l2/. Taking into consideration 

that at states F = 1, FL= I and F =0 a muon is completely depolarized and at states F =I~ 

¥1= I in conserves its polarization, we draw a conclusion that at K- orbit of the mesic 

atom muons conserve only 50% of their initial polarization. In a general case when nuclear 

spin /~ j , the probability for a muon together with a nucleus to form a system 

with the total spin and its projection /YF is /l4/ 

/-~ ... .£ 
#- /!'Yr/ = / u-f-!)~ 

Normalization is chosen so that 
/-tf 

A I : X M f/1/r-J :::: --;;-;;;-
;v.;- I'IF ~ 

r' ' / 
N- = .z.. ;1/;. ( /Zir-J :::: _,v.;j 

I'IF 

;V ... + #-. = :1. 
(The sign ~ corresponds to F 

:lfr3 
( @.2./') -f ::: 3/.:if""f} 1 

= I! I/2). Muon polarization 
;"" ~-- 1 

~ 0~)- = .:!J/.1/T-(/ 

and on averaging 

in these states is 

From this equation it is seen that the value of muon polarization depends upon nuclear 

spin. E.g., for nuclei with / = j polarization should decrease twice; for nuclei 

with 1 ->> 1' -three times. The detailed account of depolarization in mesic atom exci

ted states was performed in/101 for the case when I = I/2. Thus, the complete decrease 

of polarization due to hyperfine structure interaction in the ground states should take 

place three times. It should be pointed out that each state of hyperfine structure is .. 
/14/ 

characterized by its value j' -gyromagnetic ratio 

/ (#+_/-/IV) f'+ -=~ (9) 
"';;t; 

~ 
/r!' . 

1- (h---=:-/fH/ =·-~ (10) f-.<;;; .I 

where~ and~tV are meson and nuclear magnetic moments, respectively. All the above

said refers, evidently, to the case with isolated mesic atoms. The presence of medium can 
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complicate the phenomenon, e.g., it may lead to the appearence of muon transitions 'between 

the levels of hyperfine structure. Thus, in metals two kinds of transitions are possible 

which CJ.re accompained either by the conservation of conductivity electrons or by magnetic 

dir•ole radiation/161 . In liquid hydrogen mu-meson jumping from one proton to another 

with simultaneous transition to the lower state of hyperfine structure is possible/171. 

c) Mechanism of Depolarization Due to Muon lnteraction with 
Nuclear Distortion 

"'his mechanism has been considered in /l8/ for even-even nuclei. The diagonalization 

of the Hamiltonian of the meson-nucleus system /7-:= ~ + ,hi~ r /7'f (here ~ is the 

muon Hamiltonian in the monopole nuclear field, ~ is the o:rerator of rotation nuclear 

energy and /1j is the operator of quadrupole muon interaction with the nucleus) 

shows that quadrupole interaction changes considerably the eigen functions of the system, 

which correspond to the muon only in 2p-statel191. In this approximation the polarization 

od P muon in IS - state can be written as 

P~4~(~J'~)o+ ,6}ff'~ (~~)., ~ 

where ~ and ;;!~ are probabilities of muon transitions through 2PI/2 and 2PJ/2 -

states, respectively; (~.:z.P~) and(O..tr>ftz) is muon polarization in these 

states in the absence of quadrupole interaction; ry and .6Jr are factors taking 

into account depolarization caused by the above-said disadvantage. In muon cascade tran

sition to IS - state there is a probability that the nucleus remains with the first 
-g 

excited rotation level/l9/, the lifetime of which ""./'" Jec. is adequate for muon spin 

reorientation in IS - state due to hyperfine disintegration of IS-level. The factor deter

-mining the depolarization ~, caused by this effect is 4 ::= -1-p~ where /}{:' is 

the probability of excitation of the first rotation nuclear level. 

In considering/181 muon transitions from upper levels to IS - state through states 

described by the eigen functions of the Hamiltonian /-/ , it was found that P:::: 
z / bjJOf . The obtained values ~ and ~ and the values of magnitudes which 

determine them (~$ is the fine structure disintegration of the 2p-level, ~ is the 

·energy of the first rotation nuclear level 11,nd f ::::{'.//'/.6j/V/ are enlisted in Table 1. 

t 
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T A B L E 

Element E4!~~~~; £J.ru) ~/p;J! g'L JPtt -
f:d'n 91.5 79 52 o.6J 0.61 
Jr'!IY 137 112 4J 0.64 0.64 

fh~ 216 52 SJ o.Js 0.6 

tl.s~i - 226 44 91 o.Js 0.59 

As it follows from the 'l'able, muon interaction with nuclear distortation can lead. to 

considerable muon depolari~atton. 

d) Mechanism of l~perfine Structure Caused by Muon ·and Electron 
Shell Spin Coupling 

Mesic atom production is concerned with the destroy of the electron shell of the 

initial atom. The matter is that in muon cascade transitions the excitation of and ioni-

zation of atoms are possible. After mesic atom production the electrons of the shell 

find themselves in the nuclear field with the new effective charge ,l-:f • This circum

stance also can lead to shell ionization. The lifetime t
0 

of the shell excited state for 

free mesic atoms depends only upon electron cinfiguration and the degree of excitation. 

When mesic atoms are produced in medium, the time t
0 

depends considerably on the 

nature of medium atom coupling. If a mesic atom is in metal, the electron shell returns 

to its ground state in a very short time (less than in lo-12 sec.) compared to the muon 

lifetime ?' .• On the other hand, in ion crystals or dielectrics the time to> f" 
Consequently, at the moment of mesic atom decay the electron shell state depends upon 

the kind of a compound to which the atom under investig~tion belongs and upon the 

aggregate state of matt~r. The electron shell can influence upon muon polarization only 

in the ground state/2)/. It can be easily proved if one compares the time t-" of muon 

staying at lower levels with the time ~ of muon spin reorientat~on in the shell field. 

Taking into account that in the first approximation the energy of hyperfine inter-

action in mesic atoms is of the same order as in the muonium, 
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(where fo is muon magnetic moment, ~e,# is the effective magnetic moment of the 

electron shell, t1~ is the Bohr radius) one can easily see that the inequalit;r f'<<Z/ 

is justifiable only for the IS - level. 

When an isolated mesic atom with zero nuclear spin has electron shell moment, para-

magnetic moment consists of 

I) muon magnetic moment 

three times: 

//.~g~ _/ /" - JtPr 

2) electron orbital moment ~~ ~ ~~~ 

J) electron spin moment _/Is = .Z;% ~~ 

4 

When mesic atoms are produced in medium, their paramagnetism will be subjected to 

the influence of neighbouring atoms. And the compensation of either these or th0se momente 

will be a consequence of it. Everything depends upon the fact, electrons of what shells 

create ma&netic moment. By analogy with the properties og of ion magnetic moments of 

paramagnetic matters one may expect that if mesic atoms are formed either of lanthanide 

or actinide atoms. where magnetic moment is caused by electrons situated deeply in the~ 
atom and which are least of all subjected to external influence, paramagnetism of such 

mesic atoms in medium will be caused by the moments /~ fo /Phd ft/1 • In the 

case of atoms of transition elements, where atomic magnetic moment is caused by electrons 

which are situated not deeply in the atom and which are most of all subjected to external 

influence, mesic atoms in media can have only spin moments~ e7#&f~ • And at last 

mesic atoms of diamagnetic matters or of weak-paramagnetic normal metals in media can 

have only the moments ~ 

It should be stressed that in matters with ~~ ~ D 

in two states of byperfine structure with r =~ -:! i -
in the ground mesic atom state is considerably greater y than 

mesic atoms will be created 

• Hyperfine disintegration 

~ • Therefore, states with 

and r=~-1 F=/ +j v 

for an isolated mesic atom form an incoherent mixture. 

Consideration which is analogous to that made for mechanism b) shows that the degree of 

muon polarization ~ which is at K-orbit averaged over two states of hyperfine struc-

ture, is 

p ~ f.P.. i~+(;.;+(/-1/J (12) 

• 

I 
\ 
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where ~ is the angular momentum of the electron shell, ~ is the degree of muon 

polarization at the initial moment of its "arriving" at K - shell. 

J. E x p e r i m e n t 

At the existing muon beam intensities of accelerators the experimental test of theory 

predictions is possible only in the production of mesic atoms in condensed matter. The 

presence of medium may complicate the phenomenon. Choosing matters for investigation one 

should take into consideration that matters consisting of atoms of the same kind or 

hydrogenious matters are of practical interest. The matter is that the utilization of 

matters consisting of atoms of different kinds leads to additional difficulties in the 

interpretation of experiments due to the lack of knowledge on the probability of mesic 

atom production in various components. As for bydrogeneous matters, one may hope that 

here hydrogen does not play any important role in the production of mesic atoms. uatters 

should be chosen so that there was a possibility of clearing up the features of each de

polarization mechanism. This can be achieved if one uses the following matters as objects 

for investigation: 

I) dielectrics (liquid hydrogen, paraffin, plythene, water, sulfur and phosphorus); 

2) diamagnetic and weak-paramagnetic normal metals (graphite, magnesium, aluminium, z~: 

zinc, cadmium and lead); 

J) paramagnetic transition metals (chromium, molybdenum, palladium and tungsten). 

Indeed in mesic atom production of matters (groups I and 2 which have 85-95~ atoms 

with zero nuclear spin, one may expect that muons will be depolarized onl7 due to mecha

nism a). If mesic atoms are foemed in metals of group J) containing internal d-electrGns 

in atoms with zero nuclear spin states, muon depolarization will take place due to mecha

nisms a) and d), whereas in mesic atoms with nuclear distortion (tungsten) it will take 

place due to mechanism c) also. And at last, when using the matters of groups I) and 2) 

atoms if which have nuclear spin states differing from zero, we can have basic depolariza-

tion mechanisms a) and b). 

Muon polarization in these matters has been investigatsd in papers/
20

-
23

/ by measu

ring anistropy in the electron angular distribution of the decay ~~ t7~J&7 by a pre

cession method/241. Anistropy was measured as follows. For those matters of group I) 

where the basic mechanism of depolarization should be mechanism a) the electronic system 

was set to register the frequency of the spin precession of a free meson. In experiment~ 
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with matters of groups I) and 2) having nuclear s~in states differing from zero,. the 

electronic system was set to register the frequency of mesic atom spin precession 

calculated on the basis of formulae (9) and (10). 1is for the existence of mechahism d) 

in matters of group J), the problem is more complicated. The explanation of this problem 

can be obtained basing on the measurement of the asymmetry of (mu-e)-decay electrons 

by the following two methods. In the first method the electronic system is set to regis

ter the frequency of spin precession of a free muon. As it follows from formulae (9) and 
~ 

(10) , in the given magnetic field ;?/ the frequency of the spin precession of mesic 

atoms having the electron moment and the meson moment, is several orders higher than the 

frequency of the spin precession of a free muon. Owing to a great difference in frequen-

cies one can consider the nature of mesic atom paramagnetism basing on the number of el 

electrons ~~ and ~eh with two values of the intensity of the magnetic field (in 

which the target is located) which corresponds to calculated by the formula: 

0+dl- I - ..!; = 
:7/h?~ 
e7T 

where t, is delay time, ~ f is gate "width" and 7 is precession period. Indeed"; 

for mesic atoms having the electron moment, the value of the ratio ~c~ will b~ 
equal to a unit; mesic atoms whose paramagnetism is caused cnly by muon spin will have 

the value f differing from a unit. \\'ith such a method of investigation the measu

rement of the value ~ in hydrides of paramagnetic metals having such concentration of 

hydrogen when the paramagnetism of a compound vanishes to zero, as e.g. PdH0 , 6 might 

serve as a test experiment directly confirming the existence of electron paramagnetism. 

Really, the atoms of palladium, being in the solution Pdll0 •6 , have no magnetic moment 

whereas hydrogen does not take part in mesic atom production. The second method of inves

tigating paramagnetism is the measurement of electron asymmetry in the case when the 

electronic syst.-m is set to register the frequency of mesic atom spin precession calcu

lated by formulae (9) and (10). However, this kind of experiments is more complicated. 

Indeed, the difference from a unit of the val"e ~ observed experimentally in the case 

when mesic atoms have electron moment, as is seen from equation (12), is considerably 

less. Besides, the existence ~f two states of hyperfine structure and also the presence 

of transitions between them (for example, from F =I to J:o' =0) will complicate the inter

pretation of experiments. Paper12J/ presents the description of investigation performed 

by the first method. 

The values~ asymmetry coefficients for the whole integral spectrum, and the va -

' 
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lues ~ = IV~ are enlisted in Table II. They were obtained for the above-quoted 

matters in 120- 231. Corrections which take into account time delay, "gate" width, muon 

decay and the solid angle of an electron detector are included in the given values ~ 

and f • The indicated errors are standard statistical deviations. 

1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
lJ, 

14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

TABLE II 

Nuclear 
Matter spin 

Liquid hydrogen \ I/2 
Polythene 0 
Paraffin Dielectrics 0 
water 0 
Sulfur 0 
Phosphorus jZed.J I/2 
Graphite 0 
Magnesium 0 
Zinc 0 
Cadmium Diamagnetic and 0 weak-paramagnetic 
Lead normal metals 0 
Palladium hydride { ~~&) 0 
Aluminium 5/2 
Chromium 

} 
0 

Molybdenum Paramagnetic 0 
Palladium transition 0 metals 
Tungsten 0 

0.005z.O.OC5 

o.o4Jz.0.005 
0.042z.O.oo6 
0 .025z.0.005 
0.045z.0.005 
0.058z.0.008 
0.056z.O.OII 
0.055z.O.Ol2 
0.054z.O.OlJ 

o.007z.0.007 

4. Comparisen of the Theory with the Experiment 

1.10z.0.2 
1.09±0.02 

I.OOz.0.02 
0.99±0.02 
I.OOz.0.02 
0.99±0.02 

Knowing the values Clo and f , one may determine the degree of negative muon 
depolarization, e.g., by comparing with the' asymmetry observed in_//" -meson decay and 

by assuming that mu-decay should be invariant with respect to combined transformation of 

the inversion of spatial coordinates and charge conjugation. In carrying out this require

ment one can easily prove that the relation: 
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takes place, waere ~ and/?_ are polarization degrees, and are asymmetry coeffici-

ents in tke integrate( over positron (electron) energy angular distributions 1' ~G7~~~~ 

for ~u 1 and mu- - mesons, respectively. From relation (lJ) it follows tlmt by comparing 

the values a, and ! 
Table II, the values ~ 

one may compare polarization degrees. As it follows from 

and f for graphite, paraffin, polythene, water, magne-

sium, sulfur, zinc, cadmium and lead are obtained to be equal within statistical errors. 

The degree of polarization obtained from the values ~ and £ reaches the value of 

the order of 17%. The independence of the valu~s tZ, and j' for ~~Cupon .l, and 

also their absolute values are in good agreement with theoretical calcu1ations18 r 91which 

take into account only mechanism a) and do not agree with analogous calculations/lO/. 

These facts and also coincidence of the precession frequencies of mesic atom spin and 

"free muon" spin show that depolarization mechanism d) is absent. To understand this, let 

us consider first the case when mesic atoms are produced in metals. Metals including 

graphite also may be considered in the first approximation as an assembly of ions sub

raerged into electron ·gas. If a metal belongs to group 2), its ions are deprived of mag

netic moment. Therefore, evidently, in mesic atom production due to the fact y that the 

• lifetime t
0 

of the excited electron shell state is considerably less than the time t of 

muon spin reorientation in the shell magnetic field, the ion electron state, in the en~_ 

is not destroyed while atomic ionization is accompanied ~nly by the emission of collecti

vized conductivity electrons. The equality of the values ~ for these metals and palla

dium hydride PdHg:~ proves that in mesic atom production of the above-said metals 

(group 2) electron paramagnetism does not arise. 

The process of mesic atom production in dielectrics, where fo>> l! / , is quite 

different. lt.esic atoms of carbon in paraffin and polythene and also of oxigen in water 

and 5ulfur can have no depolarization mechanism d) due to two reasons. Firstly, it may 

o.ccur if mesic atoms are nep,ative ions h<l.vine tl'(~ <3lect:ron configuration of initial 

atoms. se~ondly, it is possible that mesic atom production is concerned with the destroy 

"lf the electron shell of initial atoms. Then, according to / 9/ the electron moment will 

be absent if there is its complete compensation under the influence i of neighbouring 

ato1r.s. Only further investigations can help to explain which of these two subp"osttions 

is correct. 

'I'he results of experiments with palladium and palladium hydrine PdH0 •6 directl.y 

she, that_ in palladium muon depolarization takes place due to mechanisms a) and d). In

deed. ions of this transition metal have magnetic moment caused by the electrons ef inter-
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!'lal ma.gnet~c :>.ctive 4d- shells. In thr; compound PdHo.r,• aa is ;;hown by the ec;,ualit:r cf 

measured value;; [ for graphite, poJythcne and paraffin, the influence of !vdroger. v .. 

the depolarization process is r.ot felt. 

The equality to a unlt of the values :f for chromium and ~r.olybdenum transiticn 

metals of group J), and ttlso their coincidence with ear:h other can be in two case:;: 

I) if there is complete meson depolarization in these m~tters and 

2) if mesic atom paramagnetism is caused by the magnetic moments of the electron 

shell and the muon. 

In the case with these metals a test experime!'lt, directly confirrr.iug the presence of 

electron paramagnetism analogous to the experiment with palladium cannot be performed, 

unfortunately. The reason of it is that when hydrogen is- dissolve·d in these metals, no 

hydrides are formed. It is difficult to imagine that the metals - chiomiurr: and molybde

num could greatly differ from the above mentioned matters of groups I) and 2), :1.:; far 

as the process of muon depolarization is concerned. Indeed, as is known, the ,robability 

of mesic atom production is equal to a unit. Cr and Mo consist also of 80-90% of atoms 

with zero nuclear spins. The nuclei of these atoms have no special properties which could 

cause complete muon depolarization. Consequently, the existence of other depolarization 

mechanisms in mesic atoms with such ~ except mechanism a) is hardly probable. The 

r only fact by which Cr and Mo differ from the above-quoted matters is that their atoms 

I have unclosed internal shells. 'rherefore, the results of experiments with Pd and l'dH0 •6 
show with great probability that in the case with c Cr and ;,:o, whose ions have magne-

tic moment differing from zero and which is caused by the electrons of Jd- and 4d-shells, 

respectively, we have depolarization mechanism d). 

The results of experiments with tungsten deserve special attention since contrary to 

Pd, Cr and Mo, tungsten has mesic atoms with nuclear distortion. If the supposition on 

the binding of the observed muon "depolal·ization" with quadrupole n1•clear distortion 
• /18/ is correct, then according to theoretical assumptions there should be the following 

relation between the values ~ for carbon and tungsten: /~H: 4' ~(t2..Jl"! • J'recession 

frequency in the magnetic field of tungsten mesic atom spin should coincide with the 

precession frequency of "free" muon spin. Using the normal law of error distribution, 

one can show that the case ! theoret. =. 3 measur. is not acceptable since 

~ measur. ~ ~heoret. with a 7~ probability. This circumstance proves that the 

observed experimentally "complete" muon depolarization is difficult to explain only by 

muon interaction with nuclear distortion. The results of experiments for l'd, Cr ar< : .. o 
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show with great probability that in the case with tungsten we deal along with depolari

~~tion mechanisms a) and o) with mechanism d). It should be noted that despite the fact 

that the atoms of tungsten have magnetic moment of very small efficiency, it can become 

apparent in these experiments due to a considerable sensitivity of the investigation. 

method. Indeed, muons have magnetic moment an order higher than that of the nuclear 

magneton, the time of muon spin reorientation in the field of the mesic atom shell 

.(lo-10 sec.) being several orders less than its lifetime. Evidently, in order that 

the above-menti•aed conclusions should be more definittit is necessary also to observe 

directly the spin precession curves of mesic atoms Cr, Mo and w. 

Consider now the results of experiments for matters atoms of which have nuclear 

spin states differing from zero. 

In experiments with phosphorus we observed the precession of mesic atoms mesic nuc

lei of which (the meson-nucleus system) is in the state F=I/24/ • This fact directly 

proves that in such mesic atoms there is mechanism b) along with depolarization mechanis~, 

d). 

In experiments with liquid hydrogen/20/ and aluminium/221 no dependence of the 

counting rate of electrons on the current of a magnetizinc ceil was observed. ·since the 

precession curve, observed in experiments with alumiaium, is a result of the superPBsi

tion of muon precession curves, being in the states ef hy~erfine structure F = J and 

F =2, the obtained curve could not be interpretei. Cem~re new the measured values with 

those predicted theoretically. 

Basing on the statemants mentioned at the begianing of tkis section, one may expect 

that in such matters as liquid hydrogen, phosphorus and aluminium the influence of the 

atomic electron shell on meson depolarization will be absent. In the absence of mecha

nism d) according to the theoretical predictions/lJ-l5/ there skeuld be the following 

relations between the values ~ for carbon, phosphorus, aluminium and hydrogen: 

£k=~==jt£ t71'n:L t'!Jqt?=:fn~ 

/10/ A ,n_ LA according to predictions VN -:: tUP = .:! Wl! • Applying the normal law of error 

distribution, we can show that the case ON=t:f.t, is forbidden siace a-<,tZ,P With a 99"-b 

probability. The case dtee =- j ~ does not contradict the experiment but according 

to experimental data, the probability that Pd > £ L!h:. is equal to 5% whereas the 

probability that d~< f t?c is J9%. The values of the ratios 2 were analysed by 

• 
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thP. criterion ~~ • The limits of this ratio having a I% probabiJ i t.Y (figures without 

brackets) and 5~ (figures within brackets) are obtained to be the following: 

r.2 (1.4) (13.o) 3.7 

0.6 (0.7) ~ (1.5) 1.8 

As is seen, the experimental value 

value expected theoretically in the case 

limits for the case ~ ~ = de-

for the case 

for the case 

is well consistent with the 

, and is outside one per cent 

Makine use of the fact that the relation ap a
0 

contradicts the experiment while 

the relations 0., =X 4?: and U,g-= .f t7c:- do not contradict experimental tla.ta, 

we may say that the results of measurements do not contradict theoretical predictions/13-

15/ but do contrudict the results of paper/lO/. This circumstance shows also that when reo 

phosphorus powder is used as a target, the probability of meson transition from the upper 

level of 

t7C 
~ 

said that 

hyperfine structure to the lower one is small/161. Since the experimental value 

is outside one per cent limits for the case t2, = j dG , it may be 

the interaction of hyperfine structure for ft- - mesons, being in lower ex-

cited states of mesic atoms, is evidently unessential. oompared to interaction at K-orbit. 

1\ ntl, at last, the fact that &.ct?,. shows with a 99% probability that observed experi

mentally complete negative muon depolarization in liquid hydrogen cannot be explained 

only by the effect of mechanisms a) and b); so it is necessary to employ an additional 

mechanism. Complete depolarization mechanism is explained in/17/ where it is shown that 

the main role is played by neutral mesic atom scattering of hydrogen on a proton 

.In this scattering the transition of a mu - meson to 
• another proton with a simultaneous transition of a hydrogen mesic atom to the lower state 

of hyperfine structure takes place with a large effective cross section. OWing to the 

fact that the probability of these jumpings in liquid ~~drogen (109 sec.-1) is three 

;orders higher than the probabillty of meson decay (0.5.106 sec:1 ) of a mesic proton, 

mesic protons will completely return to tqe ground state of hyperfine structure during mu

meson lifetime, and complete depolarization will be result of it. 

The author considers it his pleasant duty to thank Ya.B.Zeldovich, 0.S.Gerstein, 

I.S.Shapiro, E.Dolinsky, L.D.Dlokhintsev, D.F.zaretsky for numerous and 1 illuminating 

discussions. 
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